
Area of Study Name of Case Study Summary (only key bits!)

Are LIDC’s 
likely to 
remain poor? 

Demographic 
Republic of Congo

DRC

Central Africa, tiny coastline, huge country, high BR, 
just over ½ the country can read, life expectancy is 
61 yrs, Very POOR = GNP per capita/person is $410 
but RICH in resources e.g. diamonds, copper, coltan, 
wolframite and gold = electronics industry = phones 
= computers.  
Reasons why the DRC hasn’t developed:
• Before 1960 = DRC was a colony of Belgium = 

money/ profit went back to Belgium = prevented 
country from developing. DRC people weren’t 
even allowed to vote. (SOCIAL reasons)

• Independence won in 1960 and in 1965 MOBUTU 
came to power = his rule prevented the country 
from developing = corrupt, money spent on 
weapons=sold raw material cheaply for weapons. 
Personal bribes given to him for cheap raw 
materials. Army raped and looted his own people 
=civil war. He refused to pay the Belgium’s aid 
back so Belgium stopped their charity 
development projects…this didn’t help the 
country to develop.  (POLITICAL reasons)

• Ethical countries refuse to buy raw 
materials/conflict minerals from DCR as millions 
have died mining them = DRC forced people and 
children to mine. Conflict/death over the mines is 
normal =human right violations = Many countries 
are buying raw material from other countries = 
prevents DRC from developing economically. 
(SOCIAL & POLITICAL reasons)   

• The country so large that it is difficult /expensive 
to transport the raw mineral to the tiny coastline 
thousands of miles away. (PHYSICAL reasons)

• The south of DCR is dry and the soil is poor = poor 
quality of life = little food security. (PHYSICAL)  

Millennium Goals to help Development: 
• Promote trade links = China gave $6 

BILLION in AID to the govt to spend on 
improving infrastructure in return for 
cheap access to their mineral 
resources! Doesn’t fully help the 
country to develop as the minerals 
were sold cheaply but new roads to 
the mines were built. This AID IS TIED. 
This is ‘top down strategy’ that hasn’t 
really fully helped the country to devp.  

• Poverty rates are improving from 71% 
to 63% in poverty. However, 
malnutrition rates are worse due to 
the civil war from 51% to 66%.

• HIV/AID has decreased from 5% to 1% 
due to education and use of 
contraception.   

• Infant mortality rates are falling as 
70% of all children are vaccinated 
against measles compared to 20% in 
1999. 

Bottom up strategy: Comic Relief 
£390,000 =improving rural schools and 
the number of students attending school 
=trained teachers=built schools = better 
educated students=improved life chances 
= job. However, some children need to 
earn a living= cant afford to send to 
school. Not enough funding to help all 
rural schools= limited impact. 

TNC=Banro =Canadian mining company 
1500 jobs = tax =$120 million to the DRC 
economy=can pull out any time. Profits 
go back to Canada

Still on ‘Pre conditions for take off’ on 
the Rostow’s model as the 
infrastructure is still poor. They need to 
start manufacturing the raw materials 
to take of = but hasn’t the road 
network or the trade links to do so…..

Top down strategy; Aid is given to 
government to organised and managed. 

A bottom up strategy; Aid is directly 
given to the people.   


